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t think of joy if they think of dementia.in the instant” Most people don’Dementia, with Alzheimer’
The possibilities are countless and the rewards could be amazing. Susie and Me Days: Joy in the
Shadow of Dementia describes the unforeseen gifts one can receive if, as caregivers they will
have the capacity to let go of any negative thinking about what once was, or what could have
been, in order to embrace what's happening right now “s disease being the most common form,
can be an illness that's ravaging the senior population and places a massive burden on our
present and future generations.. By getting into their world, caregivers get the chance to create
gratifying encounters for and making use of their loved ones. You can find joy within a
progressive degenerative neurological disease that robs folks of the very essence of who
they're? Woven within the story are strategies, interventions, and communication skills that your
author personally used to bring joy, preserve her father’ It isn't meant to be a clinical document,
but instead a helpful, practical direct for caregivers and households. It vividly describes the
everyday issues and stresses they may encounter because they cope day-to-time. Written in a
conversational style that is readable and understand, Susie and Me Days is usually a candid,
intimate, insightful account that brings alive the partnership between a father and daughter as
they journey through the murky haze of dementia.s dignity and enhance his quality of life.
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Susie and Me Days There's such a richness and wisdom contained in this little book - not just
regarding a deep love for one's aging parent, whose mind is failing, nonetheless it is also
punctuated with many touching lessons for being caring human beings. We have been given a
fantastic capacity for cause. What struck me probably the most was that she has shared her trip
with her father - sometimes legal or economic, educational or medical, psychological or practical
- which was supported by a base of deep faith.Susan Garbett has used all these qualities in
choosing the particular events she has distributed to us through her book. She has framed her
experiences in order to talk about the decisions, disappointments, complications and, yes,
delights in strolling this twisted path of dementia. This ability in addition has been tempered by
two other precious gifts: a heart to carry feelings and a conscience to greatly help direct our
steps. Mrs. Personal Story This was such a heart warming account of Susan's Journey with her
father and it leaves you wanting more. This is a must read! While all of the articles speaks of her
great love and respect for the person her father constantly was, despite the changes caused by
this disease, she actually is also speaking to most of her readers about our responsibility to
uphold the dignity of the individual and our obligation to still honor those suffering in this
way.Susie and Me Times: Joy in the Shadow of Dementia Susie and Me Days Susie and Me
Times is an excellent book for anyone seeking a better understanding of caring for a family
member. The writer describes vivid and nostalgic tales of many happy occasions with her father,
making me think of my own father and our particular romantic relationship. She also describes
the challenges and how she'd learned to cope. I wish I was able to read the book ahead of
having to live the tale with her. Therefore it will prove uniquely useful to both doctors and family
members alike.. I will have a better understanding of how my very own fears, lack of tolerance
and misunderstanding kept me from being more vigorous in the lives of those we love. I haven't
read a book in quite a while but glad that I'd produced time to read this one! She has also
thoughtfully supplied resources for the patient, their family members and their caregivers. Ms..
The narrative contains so many wonderful situations referred to with humor, pathos and pure
humanity that it makes for riveting reading. When combined with medical suggestions offered,
this book becomes a most useful device for all who read it.Michael H. Cohen, M. It is a fast
browse but remember to grab a tissue! andArleen P.Susan talks about her family in a loving and
sometimes brutally honest way, that we all need to hear. There are many books obtainable
about dementia, but this publication is different in an exceedingly important way--the author
shares the many ways she was able to bring joy to her dad, to the family, also to family close
friends despite his illness.I recommend this book for anyone who has, is, or will be looking after
or getting together with a person suffering from Alzheimer's disease. Through the years, I have
had 3 relatives who suffered from Alzheimer's disease. Susie and Me Day: A GOOD Tool for All
This memoir is a remarkably rich combination of personal experiences and useful medical and
behavioral guidelines to check out when met with the tragedy of dementia. Garbett's description
of what physical complications can be expected helped me understand many areas of the
disease. The writer writes in a manner that makes you feel as if you are witnessing the
occasions personally. Diane Pawlowski I have recommended to friends and patients As a family
group care physician, I am always thinking about resources that I can recommend to my
sufferers who often ask for even more information on a large selection of health-related topics.
That is why after reading this wonderful, intimate accounts, I am delighted to place it at the top
of my list as a reference for patients dealing with dementia in someone you care about.
Presented as if the author is telling a pal her story, the issues and the rewards of her romantic
relationship with her father, it is, not apparent to the reader, a fount of excellent details on the



main topics dementia.Her reserve is easy to learn, will keep you interested the complete time,
and written with so much love. A Must Read ! A Beautiful Book This is an easy-to-read book with
tremendous insight on how best to cope with, and lovingly handle, the heartbreaking diagnosis
of Alzheimer's disease.. Susan writes a candid and accurate trip of taking care of someone you
care about, her dad, who had this devastating disease, Dementia.For anybody looking to
increase your knowledge of this disease within an easy, readable style while at the same time
learn valuable insights and info, I highly recommend Susie and Me Days. Cohen Pleasure in the
Shadow of Dementia This book may be the poignant story of the journey made by the writer and
her father because they deal with his symptoms, diagnosis, and treatment of Alzheimer's
disease.You can find wonderful tips and resources in her publication.After I read this book, I
bought one for my pal who had a family member just diagnosed with Alzheimer's.This is a book
that people all have to read. This reserve was a great resource of details and helped me for more
information about Dementia and Alzheimer's.You should visit Susan's website too![..! As a
future healthcare professional this publication gave me a real-world watch of the successes and
difficulties of working with individuals with Dementia. Susan Garbett's ability to recount tales as
a child growing up in Baltimore brought back so many recollections of my childhood. Opening a
window Susie and Me Times opens an intimate window into the lives which are affected when a
loved one is diagnosed with Dementia.After reading the book We told my children to be sure to
learn it so they'll know and understand how to care for us (my husband and I) if the need arises.
Essential read! Read it right now and become prepared for whatever the future may bring. In
later years as Susan's dad progressed with Alzheimer's she teaches us to get the best care
obtainable, showing like, respect and dignity before extremely end.Ms Garbett also provides
information regarding many available assets and guidance for family and friends about how to
connect with an Alzheimer's patient. It is honest and emotional.] Love, Care, Patience and
Understanding "Susie and Me Days" is an inspirational story of a daughter's care for her dad
who offers Alzheimer's.D.! It describes a caring, heatfelt relationship between your author and
her father as they travel this journey. An exceptionally insightful narrative, in addition to being
educational, for anyone looking for their method through the Alzheimer's/medical maze. I was
so touched by the love and endurance Susan expressed so beautifully to her Father, which must
have been so challenging at times. The like between a mother or father and a child, is a blessing
and she captures it all therefore well. Garbett has smoothly woven into her publication many
practical ideas for enriching the life of a person with dementia. It really is so important to have
the ability to give hope and to know you can find moments of pleasure in this journey. I have
recommended this book to many of us members who are struggling with their loved ones.
Thank you Susan for such an excellent touching and caring account of your life together with
your wonderful father and for posting the life so most are now going right through. JoAnn
Westbrook Director of Education The various tools to cope An easy continue reading a painful
topic, and something that many are afraid to face. Through her informing of the tale, Susan
gives us the tools to cope and better understand the complete disease procedure and how to
respond to the individual and our own emotions. Her insightful observations provide those of us
who don't understand dememtia or how to deal with it a vision towards coming to peace with
the reality of the situation. Not an easy move to make. She shares many guidelines that are
helpful to anyone looking after a love one.not just dementia.Don't await someone you care
about to be identified as having Alzheimer's before reading this book.
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